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The Ever-widening Vision of

Yoshiko I. Wada’s name is familiar to most Surface Design Association 
members as the Japanese-born textile scholar and teacher who introduced the
techniques of shibori and kasuri to the Western public. In the 1970s, she taught
these subjects at Berkeley’s Fiberworks Center for Textile Arts. For 40 years, her 
vision has widened and her influence has continued to grow.  

An accomplished author, Wada published the first English language book
on kasuri technique, Ikat: An Introduction, in 1975 with co-author Diane Ritch.
After reproducing and analyzing samples from the Japanese primer on shibori by
Kahei Takeda the First, 13th generation Arimatsu shibori merchant, she published
Shibori: The Inventive Art of Japanese Shaped Resist Dyeing in 1983, co-authored
by Mary K. Rice and Jane Barton.  Wada and Rebecca A. T. Stevens co-authored
The Kimono Inspiration in 1996, with contributions by Nancy Corwin and Julie
Schafler Dale. This catalogue accompanied the exhibit at the Textile Museum in
Washington, DC, featuring the interpretation by American Art-to-Wear artists of the
traditional Japanese garment form. In 1997, Wada and Kazuo Mutoh founded the
Miesen Study Society in Kiryu, where she and Masanao Arai continue research into
early to mid-20th century popular brightly colored kimono. 

Wada published Memory on Cloth: Shibori Now in 2002, covering a broad
variety of contemporary works created by shibori artists and designers worldwide,
many of whom were influenced by her earlier publications and teaching. This book
introduced newer techniques, such as metal melt-off, lye shrinkage, selective felting,
and devoré. 

In order to to help Japanese shibori artisans assure the continued commer-
cial viability of their centuries-old techniques into the 21st century, Wada organized
the International Shibori Symposium (ISS) in Nagoya, Japan, in 1992. This led to
the formation of the World Shibori Network, and subsequent ISS have been held
in India, Chile, UK, Australia, France, Tokyo, Hong Kong, and China. Each one has
delved into the local traditions and provided a platform for sharing ideas on an 
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ABOVE: Bolts of shibori in Arimatsu, Japan, in preparation for the Shibori Festival, 2014.  Photo: Eileen Ekinaka.
OPPOSITE PAGE: YOSHIKO I. WADA in Munnar, India, at Aranya Naturals in 2015 

with a tree she planted on a Slow Fiber Studios (SFS) Tour 9 years ago. 



ABOVE: YOSHIKO I. WADA teaching boro at KANEKO
art center in Omaha, NE, 2015.

LEFT: Detail of boro from the collection of YOSHIKO I. WADA, 2004. 
Photo courtesy of Yoshiko I. Wada. 

BOTTOM LEFT: YOSHIKO I. WADA and MICHEL GARCIA introducing the SFS Natu-
ral Dye Workshop 2 film in Oaxaca, Mexico. Film still by Andrew Galli, 2012.

BOTTOM: Participants of the 9th ISS observe the stirring of a large indigo vat
at an indigo farm in Wenzhou, China, 2014. Photo: Yoshiko I. Wada.

OPPOSITE PAGE: YOSHIKO I. WADA at a silk reeling factory in Japan during 
a SFS tour, 2014. Photo: Eileen Ekinaka. 
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international level. The 10th ISS will be in 2016 in
Oaxaca, Mexico, with a strong emphasis on in-
digenous practices in natural dyeing and the im-
portance of organic cotton and local wool. Ever
inclusive, Wada encourages suggestions from
other countries or institutions willing to host
these symposia.

Wada has led educational textile tours to
Japan and beyond for decades. Since 2009, her
Slow Fiber Studios™ (SFS) trips have included
in-depth hands-on workshops and exploration of
traditional crafts still being produced. Tours in-
clude visits to sites where contemporary indus-
trial practices for the modern fashion industry
have evolved in an intelligent manner from tradi-
tional crafts. The SFS study tour I took in 2014 in-
cluded all aspects of silk
production from silk-
worm farming to reeling,
red silk under kimono
dyeing, fashion design
and marketing in Japan,
experiences in traditional
papermaking, and even
ceramics. The heart of the
tour was five days of in-
tense shibori workshops
led by such masters in
their field as Tsuyoshi
Kuno and Hiroshi
Murase in Arimatsu, and
Hiroyuki Shindo in
Myiama Village. 

“Slow Fiber Stu-
dios tours offer real-world
insight into the multifaceted and holistic practice
of textile making through hands-on field study in
diverse areas of the world where textile culture
runs deep,” Wada explains. “The best way to un-
derstand a philosophy is to see it being lived.
...How it is done by the indigenous artisan work-
ing the culture that originally produced the tech-
nique is of more lasting value than a quick and
easy how-to approach.” It was Wada’s desire that
SFS tours would lead to collaborative and recipro-
cal learning between visiting artists and local
teachers and artisans. “The dialogue has been
fruitful in both directions,”1 she assures. “SFS ex-
changes spark imagination!” 

By taking participants to regions where
the work was traditionally done, Wada hopes to
show how the culture and the environment af-
fected the development of the craft. She feels we
cannot truly understand the Japanese mending
technique of boro, for example, without knowing
the cold isolation of a northern Japan winter. 

Understanding comes from physically feeling the
difference between the locally available but
rougher and less insulating bast fiber cloth com-
pared to warm, soft, and precious cotton rags im-
ported from warmer regions of Japan. Cotton was
not native to Japan, and this is the basis for the
development of those creatively patched boro
garments and covers. 

Wada admits no idealization of “quaint
frugality” in her explanation. She firmly believes in
clarifying our understanding of the past, insisting,
for example, that “shibori resists were never
wrapped around grains of rice. It would get soggy
in the dye bath! And silk, not human hair, was
used to strengthen katazome stencils!”

SFS tours emphasize natural dyeing since
“that is how it was done
for centuries, synthetic
dyes having only a short
presence in the long his-
tory of textiles.” Wada is
acutely aware of the great
environmental and
human suffering since the
late 19th century advent
of synthetic dyes and the
industrialization of textile
production. She believes
“There is a better way to
go forward, and we all, es-
pecially the affluent west-
ern consumer world, need
to accept the challenge to
vote with our wallets for
more ethically produced

clothing, such as what Christina Kim’s Dosa Inc.
produces with minimum waste. Standard com-
mercial clothing production engenders an unbe-
lievable 30% wasted fabric that ends up as
landfill. We all need to be mindful of the energy
and natural resources that go into textile and
fashion production—and the consequences of
the consumption of those goods.” 

Wada’s interest in promoting low impact
natural dyeing has increased as she has learned
about the damage that wasteful industrial pro-
cesses have wreaked on the environment. In
preparing for the 2008 ISS 7 in France, she sought
out French dye chemist and botanist Michel Gar-
cia, a strong advocate for sustainable practices, to
teach two workshops at the conference. These
changed forever my own indigo practices. 

Impressed by Garcia’s years of research
into the science behind the cultivation and use of
plant and insect-based dyes, Wada produced a
DVD series called Natural Dye Workshop with



ABOVE: Textile samples at indigo dye master
Hiroyuki Shindo’s studio in Japan during the

2014 SFS tour. 

LEFT: SFS tour to indigo dye master HIROYUKI

SHINDO’S (second from left) studio in Japan,
2014. Left to right: Sheri McNerthney,

Susan Brown, and Nancy McKay.
Photos: Eileen Ekinaka.
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Michel Garcia. Cinematographer Andrew Galli
captured the essence of three extensive study ses-
sions where Garcia focused on the botany, climate,
fiber types, local dye sources, and dye practices of
the South of France and Mexico. These DVDs pre-
sent a 21st century approach to past practices suit-
able for contemporary use of natural dyes and
pigments.2 Traveling with Garcia in Mexico to pro-
duce the film on dyeing wool and to explore local
museums, botanical gardens, and arts institutions
led to the 2016 ISS in Oaxaca. 

In addition to international tours, recent
local activities of SFS in Berkeley, California, have

included an animated conversation and trunk
show with Jean Howe and William Ingram of
Threads of Life, an Indonesian fair-trade organiza-
tion. Michel Garcia was instrumental in Threads of
Life’s development of a natural powdered symplo-
cos plant mordant for use by local dyers and for
global sale. The naturally occurring alum mordant
is obtained from fallen leaves and thus does not
damage the trees. Sales benefit a local poverty al-
leviation program established by Bebali Founda-
tion. SFS also recently hosted a series of basketry
workshops with Japanese bamboo artist Jiro
Yonezawa for American craftsmen. 
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ABOVE: SFS group members dip dyeing cloth at Hiroyuki Shindo’s 
studio in Japan during the 2014 tour. Photos: Eileen Ekinaka.
TOP LEFT: SFS tour to indigo dye master Hiroyuki Shindo’s 

studio in Japan, 2014. .
LEFT: SFS group members dip dyeing handwoven hemp cloth

with YOSHIKO I. WADA (second from left) at Hiroyuki Shindo’s studio
in Japan during the 2014 tour. 

Wada’s projects always encourage collab-
oration between “the artisans and designers who
manufacture products in a mindful and sustain-
able manner and the rest of us who must be will-
ing to re-establish our priorities and values as
consumers.” She sees beyond “flashy branding of
so-called ‘ecco’ fashion”, choosing instead to pro-
mote truly sustainable practices that honor cen-
turies of tradition adapted successfully to modern
times.

Artist, author, exhibition curator, textile re-
searcher, and film producer, Wada’s open mind and
tireless commitment encourages both deeper and
wider understanding of how and why textile tech-
niques have developed through the centuries. SFS
is the latest and most all-encompassing embodi-
ment of that spirit. I encourage you to share her vi-
sion and participate in bringing it to fruition in
your own creative practice! 

1All quotes are from Barbara Shapiro’s interview with
Yoshiko I. Wada on March 28, 2015. 

2Barbara Shapiro’s reviews of the Natural Dye Workshop
with Michel Garcia DVD series were published in the

Spring 2013 and Fall 2014 issues of Surface Design
Journal.

Yoshiko I. Wada will be a featured speaker at the 2015
SDA Made/Aware Intensive at Arrowmont School of Arts
and Crafts in Gatlinburg, Tennessee (October 8-11, 2015).
To view the full program and register, visit:
surfacedesign.org/conference-2015

To learn more about SFS, visit:
www.slowfiberstudios.com
To learn more about the 2016 10th International 
Shibori Symposium in Oaxaca, Mexico, visit:  
www.shibori.org

To read Barbara Shapiro’s SDA NewsBlog article about a
recent SFS tour to Japan, visit: 
surfacedesign.org/newsblog

Symplocus plant mordant can be ordered online from:
Slow Fiber Studios www.slowfiberstudios.com 
Maiwa at www.maiwa.com

— Barbara Shapiro is a San Francisco Bay Area weaver,
dyer, basket maker, and textile arts educator who is 
frequently exhibited and published. 
www.barbara-shapiro.com


